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3GP Cutter is a lightweight Windows utility designed with a single goal in mind: to help users cut 3GP files. The program boasts a clean and
straightforward layout that allows you to perform most operations with minimum effort. 3GP Cutter gives you the possibility to upload files

into the working environment using the built-in browse function, so you cannot rely on the “drag and drop” support. The cutting process can be
carried out by selecting a start and end point in the video streams, picking the saving directory, and specifying a filename. The program doesn’t
offer support for batch processing, so you cannot process multiple items at the same time. 3GP Cutter enables you to play, pause, or stop the

current video, change the aspect ratio, play only the selected part, add subtitles (e.g. SRT, SSA, SUB, ASS, IDX, TXT, SMI, RT), as well as set
up the parameters related to subtitle and audio delay. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to work with this tool, even less
experienced users can configure the settings with minimum effort. During our testing we have noticed that 3GP Cutter carries out a task

quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. As it would be expected from such as small utility, it remains light on system
resources, so it doesn’t burden computer performance, nor interfere with other programs’ functionality. To sum things up, 3GP Cutter offers a

simple software solution for helping users cut 3GP files, and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of their experience level. 3GP Cutter is
a lightweight Windows utility designed with a single goal in mind: to help users cut 3GP files. The program boasts a clean and straightforward
layout that allows you to perform most operations with minimum effort. 3GP Cutter gives you the possibility to upload files into the working
environment using the built-in browse function, so you cannot rely on the “drag and drop” support. The cutting process can be carried out by

selecting a start and end point in the video streams, picking the saving directory, and specifying a filename. The program doesn’t offer support
for batch processing, so you cannot process multiple items at the same time. 3GP Cutter enables you to play, pause, or stop the current video,

change the aspect ratio, play only the selected part, add subtitles (e.g. S
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KeyMacro is a simple and fast solution for video editing that enables you to modify your video easily. Use it to add your personal text or logo to
the video, add watermark or overlay, remove unwanted scenes and much more. KeyMacro allows you to work with video with ease and

convenience. KeyMacro supports a wide range of formats: WMV, MKV, AVI, MPG, VOB, ASF, MOV, RM, RMVB, etc. KEYMACRO is
supported by Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8 and can be run on 64-bit systems. This is a free tool for home use only. KeyMacro Key Features: *

Save videos with the help of various formats: AVI, ASF, WMV, MP4, MKV, RM, RMVB, MOV * Access to different video effects:
watermark, logos, black and white, transparency, frames, add text, overlay, etc. * Apply, remove or alter any frame * Set background color *

Set up video settings: frame rate, resolution, aspect ratio, audio, video, start and end point * Play, pause, stop and resume videos * Set up
subtitles, audio delay * Adjust audio volume * You can export videos with the help of various formats: AVI, ASF, WMV, MP4, MKV, RM,

RMVB, MOV * Create and merge different videos * Create and merge multiple documents * Select the tool * Support Windows
2000/XP/Vista/7/8 and can be run on 64-bit systems * Any time and location * Free for home use only Some of the video editing features

available in the KeyMacro program: - Add watermark to your video files - Add your logo and text to any scene in your videos - Change the file
name of your video files - Change the aspect ratio of any video - Set up the time of a video file - Add your logo to video files - Play video files -

Add subtitles (e.g. SRT, SSA, SUB, ASS, IDX, TXT, SMI, RT) - Change audio volume - Add audio delay - Select the tool - Add frames to
video files - Change video settings - Export video files to: AVI, ASF, WMV, MP4, MKV, RM 77a5ca646e
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What's New in the 3GP Cutter?

3GP Cutter is a lightweight Windows utility designed with a single goal in mind: to help users cut 3GP files. The program boasts a clean and
straightforward layout that allows you to perform most operations with minimum effort. 3GP Cutter gives you the possibility to upload files
into the working environment using the built-in browse function, so you cannot rely on the “drag and drop” support. The cutting process can be
carried out by selecting a start and end point in the video streams, picking the saving directory, and specifying a filename. The program doesn’t
offer support for batch processing, so you cannot process multiple items at the same time. 3GP Cutter enables you to play, pause, or stop the
current video, change the aspect ratio, play only the selected part, add subtitles (e.g. SRT, SSA, SUB, ASS, IDX, TXT, SMI, RT), as well as set
up the parameters related to subtitle and audio delay. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to work with this tool, even less
experienced users can configure the settings with minimum effort. During our testing we have noticed that 3GP Cutter carries out a task
quickly, and no errors showed up throughout the entire process. As it would be expected from such as small utility, it remains light on system
resources, so it doesn’t burden computer performance, nor interfere with other programs’ functionality. To sum things up, 3GP Cutter offers a
simple software solution for helping users cut 3GP files, and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of their experience level. Description:
3GP Cutter is a lightweight Windows utility designed with a single goal in mind: to help users cut 3GP files. The program boasts a clean and
straightforward layout that allows you to perform most operations with minimum effort. 3GP Cutter gives you the possibility to upload files
into the working environment using the built-in browse function, so you cannot rely on the “drag and drop” support. The cutting process can be
carried out by selecting a start and end point in the video streams, picking the saving directory, and specifying a filename. The program doesn’t
offer support for batch processing, so you cannot process multiple items at the same time. 3GP Cutter enables you to play, pause, or stop the
current video, change the aspect ratio, play only the selected part, add subtitles (e.g. SRT, SSA, SUB, ASS, IDX, TXT, SMI, RT), as well as set
up the parameters related to subtitle and audio delay. Since it doesn’t require much computer knowledge to work with this tool, even less
experienced users
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System Requirements For 3GP Cutter:

Join us in our latest Into the Labyrinth "The Search for the Ancient 'Labyrinthus.'" The story takes us to the deepest point of the ancient
underworld, and it's there we uncover the secrets of the demonic villains that have held us captive for many centuries! But our friends are still
out there, and they will be coming to rescue us, but how long can we hold out against the dark army? When you arrive at the ancient entrance to
the underworld, our adventure begins. Feel free to join us as we dive into a whirlwind of action and adventure.
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